. Spin as quantum number. 
Supplementary materials
In this section we show that S z is an approximate quantum number for the systems with SOC which we discuss in this work. To this end, we have solved the Kohn-Sham equations including the SOC (numerical details in the Materials and Methods section), treating the Bloch wave-functions |Ψ kα as general spinors. This allows for calculating the expectation value S z (k) = Ψ kα |Ŝ z |Ψ kα , whereŜ z = (h/2)σ z denotes the operator of the z-projection of the spin. The physical explanation of why the SOC does not induce significant spin mixing is based on the restricted matrix elements with respect to the orbitals forming the top valence and bottom conduction band, respectively. The leading order of intrinsic SOC is the atomic contribution L · S, computed on each sublattice site. The most important orbitals for the systems studied by us are s, p z (forming a π band) and the p x , p y (forming σ bands) orbitals, respectivly. Evaluating L·S with respect to these atomic orbitals yields spin-mixing terms only for p z |L · S|p x = −iŜ y , p z |L · S|p y = iŜ x . Matrix elements with respect to p x and p y are proportional toŜ z , preserving S z as quantum number.
All other matrix elements vanish. Hence, noncollinear spin textures arise due to π-σ hybridization. For BiH, the σ orbital character dominates around the Dirac points [17] , while the π-σ hybridization becomes active closer to the Γ-point and the lower valence band (see Fig. S1(b) ). For graphene, on the other hand, the p z orbitals dominate at the Dirac points; the atomic SOC vanishes. The π-σ hybridization gives rise to spin mixing closer to Γ in graphene ( Fig. S1(a) ). Hence, the next-nearest-neighbour SOC becomes the leading term for the π bands in the vicinity of the Dirac points (Kane-Mele term [45] ).
The Kane-Mele SOC is proportional toŜ z as long as the lattice is completely planar.
and the paths along high-symmetry points. with SOC. for the Berry curvature. (c), (d) Orbital z n n for the top two valence bands (n = 0, 1) are shown for the spin-up channel.
As introduced in the main text, the z component of the orbital polarization for Bloch band n is defined by
where |u kn is the cell-periodic part. Replacing the derivatives in momentum space by the sum-of-states formula, one finds
where v
is the velocity matrix element with respect to the x (y) direction. Comparing to the Kubo formula for the Berry curvature
one realizes that both quantities are tightly connected. In case there is only one hybridization gap between bands n and n with sufficiently small energy difference |ε kn − ε kn | (for 
Considering a fixed band n, the band with the dominant hybridization n can change over the Brillouin zone, which makes the evaluation of the Berry curvature via the relation (4) difficult. However, assuming the band structure and the orbital character at the hybridization points in the Brillouin zone are known, one can obtain a good guess for the involved bands and still extract information on the Berry curvature from Eq. (4). We demonstrate this idea for BiH, which is a four-band system within the TB model. In the main text, we present the photoemission spectra for the top valence band n = 1.
Here, the topological properties are dominated by the behavior around the K and K point, respectively. Following path 1 ( Fig. S2(d) ), we find that Ω 1 (k) is almost identical to the estimate (4), especially at the hight-symmetry points K and Γ. The only slight difference is that Ω 1 (k) changes sign away from Γ, which indicates some influence of the transition (n = 1) ↔ (n = 0). This is expected from the small energy difference between band n = 0 and n = 1 in the Γ-K direction ( Fig. S2(b) ).
Similarly, we can follow path 2 passing through K and M. Again, the Berry curvature and the estimate (4) are matching perfectly. The only exception is the M point. This is consistent with the gap ε M1 − ε M0 being smaller than ε M2 − ε M1 . Thus, inserting n = 0 into Eq. (4) still allows for an accurate estimate of the Berry curvature.
This analysis demonstrates that the circular dichroism from the top valence band presented in the main text is indeed dominated by the Berry curvature at K and K , respectively. More generally, knowing the band structure allows for guessing which terms in Eq. (3) are predominant (at each k separately). This works particularly well for highsymmetry points, where also the orbital character of the corresponding bands is known from symmetry considerations. Combining these ingredients, the orbital polarization z n (k) -which determines the circular dichroism -provides insights in the Berry curvature via the estimate Eq. (4) even for multiband systems.
To understand the self-rotation and the associated orbital magnetic moment, we employ the wave packet picture. Let us consider a wave packet with respect to band α of the form
For computing ARPES matrix elements, it is convenient to introduce an analogue of cellperiodic functions by F kα (r) = e −ik·r W kα (r). The envelope function a(k, q) represents a narrow distribution around a central wave vector k; its precise functional form does not play a role. Denoting the center of the wave packet by
Section S3. Wave-packet picture
wherep denotes the momentum operator. The wave packet representation of OAM (7) naturally leads to the so-called modern theory of magnetization [30] in the limit of
Expansion in eigenfunctions of angular momentum
To quantify the OAM, we expand the wave packet F kα (r) onto eigenfunctions of the OAM
Here, θ is the angle measured in the 2D plane, taking r c as the origin, while s = |r − r c | is the corresponding distance. Inserting the expansion (8) into Eq. (7) yields the simple
Hence, a nonzero orbital angular momentum projection in the z direction can be associated with an imbalance of the occupation of angular momentum states P kα (m).
Photoemission matrix elements
Approximating the initial Bloch states |ψ kα by the wave packet state |W kα and the final states by plane waves, the dipole matrix elements are given by
Now we insert the angular-momentum representation (8) and the plane-wave expansion around r c
where θ(p, k) is the angle defining the direction of p − k, into Eq. (10). Thus, we can express the matrix elements as
Assuming the distribution a(k, q) to be sufficiently narrow, such that Bloch states are recovered, the energy conservation implies p ≈ k. As J m (x) → 0 for x → 0 with m = 0, only the term with m = 0 contributes to the sum in Eq. (11). The dominant matrix element simplifies to
This expression demonstrates that the asymmetry of OAM eigenstates with m = ±1 determine the circular dichroism.
Illustration for hBN
In order to illustrate the discussion above, we have constructed Bloch wave packets ac-
(a 0 is a normalization constant). The underlying Bloch wave functions are constructed using the TB model for hBN.
We have computed the projection onto planar OAM eigenfunctions (Eq. (8)) and the corresponding weights P kα (m) = for the valence band (α = v), as presented in Fig. S3 .
to Eq. (8) for in reduced coordinates. elements (12).
As Fig. S3 demonstrates, the OAM eigenstate m = −1 (m = +1) dominates at k = K (k = K). At k = K , we expect photoelectrons emitted by RCP light -this is in line with 
Section S4. TB modeling of photoemission
Here, we are employing the convention where the phase factor e ik·t j (t j denotes the sublattice site positions). The TB orbitals are approximated as
where u γ is the unit vector in the direction γ = x, y, z. The parameters C j and α j are fitted to atomic orbitals.
Matrix elements
To further simplify the analysis, we approximate the final states as plane-waves (PW).
where N is the normalization as in the Wannier representation (13).
Due to the periodicity of both the initial and final states, the matrix element entering Fermi's Golden rule
is only nonzero if p = k + G, where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. Here, we focus on ARPES from the first BZ, so that G = 0.
To evaluate the photoemission matrix element in the length gauge, we employ the identity
which transforms the dipole operator into a cell-periodic expression. Inserting the Wannier representation (Eq. (7) in the main text) into Eq. (15), we find for the matrix elements
The second term in Eq. (16) vanishes.
Note that the origin r 0 from which the dipole is measured (r → r − r 0 ) is arbitrary if exact scattering states |χ p,p ⊥ are used. However, within the PW approximation, the initial and final states are not exactly orthogonal, which results in a slight dependence on r 0 . Here, we consistently choose r 0 = (t B − t A )/2, where j = A, B denotes the sublattice sites. This choice encodes as many symmetries as possible and leads to a very good agreement of the ARPES intensity between TDDFT and the TB approach.
Defining the Fourier transformed Wannier orbitals by
the matrix elements can be expressed via
In this appendix we demonstrate that the circular dichroism for π-conjugate systems like graphene and hBN is directly related to the orbital pseudospin. This provides a clear link to a topological phase transition, which is characterized by a sign change of the pseudospin in the BZ.
Section S5. Pseudospin picture
The starting point is the expression ( 18) for the matrix element in the length gauge.
The Fourier transformation of the Wannier orbital centered around t j can be conveniently expressed as ϕ j (k, p ⊥ ) = e −ik·t j ϕ j (k, p ⊥ ). In particular, if the Wannier orbital w j (r) is radially symmetric around t j and symmetric or antisymmetric along the z-axis, ϕ j (k, p ⊥ ) becomes a purely real or imaginary function. Simplifying Eq. (18) in this way, we obtain
The difference of the modulus squared matrix elements upon insertingˆ (±) yields
where we take the z component of the vector product. Further evaluating Eq. (19), the matrix element asymmetry can be decomposed into two terms
where
and
Both the contributions (21) and (23) are important. However, assuming a radial symmetry of the Wannier orbitals around their center renders ϕ j (k, p ⊥ ) real and, furthermore,
α (k, p ⊥ ) = 0.
Let us now specialize to the two-band TB model of graphene or hBN. The atomic p z orbitals fulfill the above requirement. Thus, we arrive at
has been exploited. Furthermore, the sublattice sites j = A, B are equivalent, such that ϕ j (k, p ⊥ ) = ϕ(k, p ⊥ ). Inserting r 0 = (t B − t A )/2 and t A = 0, t B = τ , the asymmetry simplifies to
Eq. (24) contains an important message: the difference of the sublattice site occupation, or, in other words, the pseudospin
determines the sign of the dichroism in each valley. For graphene, one finds σ z (k) = 0 and hence no circular dichroism is expected.
Furthermore, a topological phase transition can be detected based on Eq. ( 24). To support this statement, let us express the generic two-band Hamiltonian bŷ
The main difference between a topologically trivial and nontrival system is the zero cross- 
Evaluating the pseudospin in the z-direction yields
Trivial case-Assuming D z (k) < 0 across the whole BZ (which yields a trivial band insulator) then leads to opposite dichroism at K and K . This is a direct consequence of TRS: σ z (k) = σ z (−k). Thus, we find
Here, the BZ is divided equally into two parts V 1 and V 2 , with V 1 (V 2 ) containing K (K ).
Topologically nontrivial case-In contrast, a topologically nontrivial phase is chacterized by D z (k) > 0 in some part of the BZ. One can show that the eigenvector in the vicinity of K has to be chosen as
which results in
For this reason, the pseudospin σ z (k) is has the same sign at both K and K . Therefore, this behavior is reflected in the matrix element asymmtry (24), and thus the relation (28) breaks. Hence, the following simple criterion can be formulated: if the valley-integrated circular dichroism has the same sign at K and K , the system represents a Chern insulator.
This conclusion is supported by the ab initio calculations for graphene with enhanced SOC and the discussion of the Haldane model in the main text.
To show that the direct connection between orbital polarization and Berry curvature holds for important materials beyond those considered in our work, we discuss monolayer Section S6. Orbital polarization for monolayer s TMDC Figure S4 : Orbital polarization (upper rows) and Berry curvature (lower rows) of monolayer TMDCs at the valleys K and Kʹ. We adopted the parameters for WSe2. The color scale is normalized to the maximum absolute value, ranging from blue (negative values) to red (positive values). Results are shown for the spin-up channel. Momenta are measured relative to K and Kʹ, respectively.
